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Extreme Ranking Report. 
 

Part 1.  
 

Extreme GMB Ranking Results in Surrounding Neighbourhoods 

 
 

Ranking in Surrounding Neighbourhoods is ranked by: 

Proximity > Optimisation > Linking 

So the further the proximity is away from the original Business Address, to outrank other GMB's your 

Optimisation has to be greater than those at the bottom of the three pack by a larger proportion the 

further away you are from the original address. In simple terms, to rank in surrounding 

neighbourhoods, the further you are away from the initial location, your GMB has to be more 

optimised and have stronger backlinking to rank in these areas, over the competition. The Closer the 
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neighbourhood is to the original GMB location the easier it is to gain traction in the 3Pack. The 

further away the more you need to rely on finding GMB’s that you can out Optimise and use more 

backlinks etc.  

Not all GMB's are optimised the same obviously. 

So, if you'd like to rank in a 3 pack in a different neighbourhood than where it's actually located; The 

best, easiest and fastest way, is to choose a neighbourhood that has 1 or more GMB's in the 3pack 

that are not fully optimised, or have gaps in their optimisation. This is not that difficult to find using 

our tools here.  

 

You can discover these easily using our NOVP tool.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/script/  

(Note if you have lost access to your members area, the user/pass was emailed to you, or you can 

contact support to get help.) 

Our NOVP Tool reveals this data about all the GMB's listed in the specific location and niche you 

enter in the script. 

 

 

Business Name: 

Is the name optimised for this location?  

If it's not optimised, that's a plus for us.  

PostCode: 

Is this the correct postcode for this 3Pack?  

If you find a GMB in the 3pack that has the incorrect postcode, that's a plus for us.  

Rating: 

Do the top 3 have good ratings?  

If not, there's opportunity there. 

URL: 

Insignificant for this research. 

Profile URL: 

Insignificant for this research. 

Category: 

You'll see all the categories for each of the GMB's listed in this Niche. 

If one of them in the 3pack is in the incorrect category, that gives us an advantage. 

Meaning there's an optimisation advantage to be had here. 

Reviews: 

Do the GMB's in the 3pack have reviews, if yes how many? if one of them is low in reviews, this gives 

us an optimisation advantage, particularly if the GMB you are ranking has nice reviews already.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/script/
http://www.support.hangoutmillionaire.com/
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Images: 

Do the top 3 GMB's have images posted? if yes how many?  Can your GMB outnumber the number 

of images? If yes, there's another advantage.  

Claimed: 

Insignificant for this research. 

Unclaimed: 

Insignificant for this research. 

Emails: 

Insignificant for this research. 

TLDR; The further away the neighbourhood is from the original location of your GMB. The 

neighbourhoods you choose should have at least 1 GMB in the 3pack that you've discovered you can 

beat in the optimisation game.  

To Rank in additional neighbourhoods is not hard, when you do the Research first. 

And typically you start with the other neighbourhoods in the closest proximity to your GMB's 

address. 

Search for your GMB in google maps. 

You'll see the surrounding neighbours on the map. Make a list of these surrounding neighbourhoods, 

e.g. the closest 9.  

Run each of these 9 neighbourhoods through the NOVP tool.  

Except for the extremely competitive niches, you should find that the data shows you where you can 

pretty easily beat at least 1 of the GMB's in the top 3.  

Brilliant... go for it. using GMB Dominator and GMB Embedinator. 

 

You can download both of these software’s here.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/downloads/  

 

Video Tutorials for Both Here. 

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/tutorials/  

You should be good to go and get some really nice results. 

Then rinse and repeat, but this time go for the next 9 neighbourhoods that are slightly further out 

from your GMB's address.  

This time you'll need to pay a lot more attention to the results provided in the NOVP tool  

And only choose those neighbourhoods that have at least 1, poorly optimised GMB in the 3 Pack.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/downloads/
http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/tutorials/
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Remember the further away, the greater optimisation advantage you need to outrank the Poorest 

GMB in the 3Pack.  

Reject those neighbourhoods, that have 3 highly optimised GMB's in the 3pack, it's best to work 

smart, not hard. Do your research till you find those neighbourhoods that have at least 1 poorly 

optimised GMB in the 3pack. It's easy to see in the data we provide.  

Note Also watch Bradleys excellent tutorial on this here.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/tutorials/ 

Once you have discovered 9 additional surrounding neighbourhoods, boom, fire up GMB Dominator, 

though this time, because we are further away, you might need to run this project a couple of times 

using these new neighbourhoods. This generates more links required to bump you into the 3pack 

again, where the proximity is greater.  

MAJOR UPDATE: I’ve just created and released a New GMB Research Tool! 

 
Just added our new GMB Activity Spy Software Here.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/gas/ 

 

This is the only tool on the planet that automates the checking of GMB’s that are Posting content or 

not to their GMB. See the video tutorial on the link above.  

 

Posting regular content to your GMB is a huge factor into, (a) getting into the 3Pack and (b) Staying 

there. So when you use this tool, you can search any Niche/Location on the planet to discover which 

GMB’s are posting content to their GMB, and if they are posting Regularly.  

 

In short, you are looking at the GMB’s in the 3Packs of the surrounding neighbourhoods that (a) are 

not posting content to their GMB or (b) are posting content, but not for a while and not regularly. 

With an optimised GMB that is regularly posting content, weekly at minimum, you should be able to 

rank above those etc. 

 

One of the biggest factors in Ranking GMB’s is Posting regular content to your GMB. And consistency 

is the main factor in getting your GMB to the top of the ranks.  

If you have 2 highly optimised GMB’s both with nice reviews and images etc. The GMB that posts 

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/tutorials/
http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/gas/
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regularly will always out rank the GMB that is not posting, 90% of the time.  

 

We all searched for a diagnostic tool that presents this data for us, since it’s incredibly important. 

Luckily for us there are no tools that exist that do this. 

 

So we made one  

And this is exclusive to our GMB Membership and “On the House” for you guys!  

 

This is a brilliant tool, even if I don’t mind saying so myself. And this is one of the benefits of starting 

a Beta Program which brings in very smart people. It’s through our members feedback that we 

discovered the need for this tool.  

 

What it does is this. 

You enter your Niche and Location, as many as you like, one per line. 

Then choose how deep you want to search, typically I use the Number 5.  

 

I’m only trying to find out if the top 3 in the 3Pack are posting content to their GMB’s or not. I’m 

trying to find a neighbourhood that has at least 1 GMB in the Top 3 that is NOT Posting content, or 

regularly posting content.  

 

Simply start the software, enter as many Niche / Locations as you like.  

The software goes out and scans all of these niches and locations to see which of those are posting 

content. The Software then pops up a PDF with all your results. You can see at a glance if any of the 

top 3 GMB’s are posting content to their GMB. If they are you can click on a link in the PDF to see 

these Posts. You can then determine how many posts have been made. Each post has a date on the 

top of it, so you can then see how consistently or not they are posting content.  

 

I know lots of agencies that are scheduling posts each day to their GMB’s in tough Niches, to 

outperform their competitors and it works a treat. [Note: creating a GMB Post Scheduler is on our 

list of things to create, also  ] 

 

You are missing out on GMB Rankings if you are not Posting Regularly to your or your Clients 

GMB’s 

I Highly recommend CitationBuilderPro to Post content to your GMB. (That is until we build our 

own of course.) 

CitationBuilderPro comes with a ton of Free services as well.  

Local Citation Finder | GMB Category Finder | Online Review Checker | Local Sear Results Checker 

| Review Link Generator.  

You can register for free to use these services on the house etc. Tell them Pete Sent you in the chat 

on the side  for some extra personal care etc.  

 

 

https://www.citationbuilderpro.com/app/afl/qSsCYn08ic2laOf
https://www.citationbuilderpro.com/app/afl/qSsCYn08ic2laOf
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Part 2.  

Before proceeding to Part 2. You must have completed Part 1 for it to work. And it will work 100% of 

the time once Part 1 has been completed. 

 

 

Mass Ranking GMBs across 9 different locations. 

 

After performing the tasks above. 

You'll know already which neighbourhoods you can rank your GMB.  

So choose your best 9 surrounding neighbourhoods you'd like to rank ""MORE"" terms in!!!! e.g. 

more traffic more leads, more Sales! 

I discovered this method after ongoing repeated testing of our new software’s. Specifically, our 

Gsites Software, then the Trust HiJacker Software and then noticed the same again testing and using 

our GMB Embedinator software.  

One of the cool things doing a LOT of testing, is this is a great opportunity to perform massive linking 

out to other projects and clients websites. For my clients’ sites, I don't need a LOT of links, but I need 

powerful tiered links etc. 

So typically, I drop the URL to one of my clients’ sites in the first project, say Gsites. So that first 

google site created will have a link back to a client’s site.   

Then I link to that first google site created in all further google sites created while testing the 

software, typically this can be up to 50 or more projects completed or particularly completed while 

testing the software before we release it to the world.  

 

Now here's where it gets interesting! :-) 

So I'm creating Google sites using specific keywords, terms etc.  

I'm always in google checking to see how well these sites are ranking in Google.. 

 

As you know our Google Sites created are extremely optimised for the keywords you enter in the 

software.  

 

So while checking the rankings in google, what I discovered was these client sites ranking for these 

terms, but the client site does not have one instance of that keyword on the entire website. 
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First time I saw it, I was busy and ignored it. But then I keep seeing these client sites in the ranking 

results for which we are getting the Google Sites Ranked.  

 

So what we discovered was these highly {keyword} optimised google sites were passing on this 

specific {keyword} love to the clients sites, who didn't even have a link on it. only a link back to the 

previous sites created which did link to the client site. 

So we played around some more.   

 

Now we are arse up/heads down into GMB, the lightbulb struck and I tried the same strategy for 

GMB. 

E.G. ranking GMB's for terms not even listed in the GMB itself.  

Passing on the Keyword Relevance from the Gsites we created to the GMB, to Rank the GMB for the 

terms optimised on the Google Site.  

Best news is, it's not only Google Sites this works with, in fact it works better if you throw in Live 

Streamed YouTube Videos, Blogger Blogs, WordPress blogs, and of course GMB Dominator and GMB 

Embedinator. 

 

It works like this. 
I created a new tool specifically for this purpose to help speed things up. 

It's called the Keyword Localiser script.  

It's located Here. http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/localizer/   

You need to be logged into the GMB Members area to get access to it. 

 

So from Part 1 you've already chosen the best 9 surrounding suburbs to Rank your GMB in. 

Now we are going to go WIDE with Many different related terms to rank your GMB in for its’ own 

location, Plus rank in the Surrounding additional 9 Neighbourhoods. 

 

You know the term "On Steroids" is over used and used by everyone these days. 

But this truly is "Ranking GMB's On Steroids" 

 

So now you have 9 Surrounding Neighbourhoods. 

Put them in a text file. 

Next. 

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/localizer/
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Keywords to Rank for. 

I use between 60 and 90 Related Keyword Phrases that you'd like to rank for. 

Best not to use 1 word or 2-word terms, because these 1 or 2-word terms are inside the longer 

variants anyways, so if you can rank for them you will anyways, plus rank for the longer variant as 

well. So go for the longer tailed variants.  

What I mean is this. Example.  

wedding invitation 

vs 

wedding invitation for girls 

Always best to optimise for  

wedding invitation for girls 

Because if you have done enough work to rank for the harder term wedding invitation,  

Then this site you create for wedding invitation for girls 

will rank for  

Wedding invitation 

Plus 

Wedding Invitation for girls 

But if you build a site based on wedding invitation only. You may well miss out for it ranking for the 

girls as well.  (Important Note: about using long tailed keywords, these are great to “Train” Google to 

understand what your site is about, even if these longtails do not generate all that much traffic to 

your site, each time a punter goes to google, finds your site and clicks on it, the Google Algo is 

assigning relevance based on that term to your site, helping the site to rank for the more frequented 

terms.) 

Personally I always use what Google provides. 

I do 2 types of keyword research. 

1. The typical keyword research that we do.  

2. I use the recommended terms provided by Google at the bottom of the Serp results. 

I enter the main 2 word keyword phrase I'd like to rank for. Then go to the bottom of google and 

copy those 8 results to a text file. 

Then I click on one of the most relevant keywords presented and then copy those additional    

keywords at the bottom of google to a text file.  

I hunt around in there till I've got around 25 to 35 terms. 

 

I then combine these with the main keyword research terms and copy them to a text file.  
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This strategy works great with between 60 and 90 keyword phrases.  

I use this URL to remove duplicate keywords. 

http://www.dedupelist.com/  

I run my entire list through this site to remove any duplicates 

I then put this list through this site to capitalise the first letter of each word. 

https://convertcase.net/  

 

Done! 

Now I've got my optimised keyword list ready to use. 

Now Go to our new Keyword Localiser Script, we created specifically for this purpose.  

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/localizer/ 

It adds your Neighbourhood to the end of each keyword automatically.  

 

 
 

http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/localizer/  

Enter your 9 neighbourhoods in the top field 

Enter your keywords in the second field. 

Press the Submit button. 

Now you have 9 lists of Neighbourhood related keyword phrases. These are extremely important.  

http://www.dedupelist.com/
https://convertcase.net/
http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/localizer/
http://goldmember.gmbmastermind.biz/members/localizer/
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Copy and paste these terms to your text file.  Time Taken 1 min.  

Next in your project text file 

Copy the Short URL from your GMB 

Then the Long URL from your GMB listing in maps.google.com 

Record both these to your text file. 

Put your NAP In this text file 

Name 

Address 

Phone Number.  

 

Fire Up GMB Dominator. 

In GMB Dominator we Add YouTube Video URL’s we embed these in the Maps.  

Here’s the thing, the YouTube Video URL/s you use in GMB Dominator are extremely important 

while using this strategy. Plus, the YouTube Videos that are embedded in the maps enjoy powerful 

tiered linking to any links that are in the description of these videos.  

So it’s best we utilise this in this strategy. E.g. dropping links in the Video Descriptions. 

 

So we need 9 individual videos.  One created for Each Neighbourhood location.  

 

There are two ways to do this.  

1. By Hand. Go to Youtube and upload video content related to your Niche, follow the steps below 

and upload, more the better.  

or 

2. Using Hangout Millionaire software, which is what I’m doing obviously.  

If you haven’t got this software, there’s a coupon code to use to get it plus the other Softwares with 

a very nice discount. Contact Support to get the coupon.  

 

Each Video has  

Title = GMB Title + Phone Number. 

 

Description: 

* GMB Short URL 

* GMB Long URL from maps.google.com 

* Your GMB NAP 

* Article content containing 1 or 2 paragraphs with Niche related content (the better you optimise 

this article content to suit your GMB niche the better).  

* Then put your results from the Keyword Localiser Script beneath the article content.  

http://www.support.hangoutmillionaire.com/
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Now we have these 9 YouTube Video URL’s, copy them to your text file.  

 

Use these 9 YouTube URL’s in GMB Dominator.  

 

Just by running GMB Dominator using these YouTube URL’s and sending that link love to these 

YouTube Videos, you may well start to see some amazing results.  

 

Then Fire Up GMB Embedinator.  

In Step 6 where you enter additional HTML, e.g. embed codes for Google Drive PDF’s etc. 

Here you place your large list of related terms and neighbourhoods. So each page on each Google 

Site created will rank and have authority for each of these terms you place in here. E.g. 

“related keyword phrase neighbourhood” X 60 or so.  

 

Here’s an example using fashion terms and surrounding neighbourhoods.  In this instance there are 

70 terms (though you can only see 15 or so in this image capture.  
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And as I always say, “If in doubt, do more”. E.g. run GMB Dominator and GMB Embedinator again 

and again till the rankings you want are achieved. Sometimes, depending on the niche, you’ll only 

need to do this once, in more competitive niches, more times may be required.  

Here’s an example of the terms and neighbourhoods used on a Google Site created by GMB 

Embedinator, which has tons of Map Embeds, Gdrive Embeds etc.. Plus these terms.  

 

 
Click on the Image to see the full site etc.  

 

https://sites.google.com/site/fashionshoppingpaddingtoq8f5j/home/bandage-dress-ebay-alexandria
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Part 3. 
GSA Links. 

 

GSA links are Bulk links that can be ordered via Fiverr very inexpensively Here 

These are great links to point to tiered links that you want to pass on link love, while at the same 

time protecting your own sites.  

 

Typically linking structure looks like this 

 

Customer Website URL 

> GMB URL 

> Google Maps = Short URL and Long URL 

> YouTube URL 

> Google Sites URL 

> PDF on Drive.Google.com URL Links to all above.  

 

When using GSA Links, you never point them to the customer website, sending them to the PDF URL 

is great, plus to GMB Embedinator Created Google Sites URL. This gives you amazing tiered linking 

throughout the entire strategy, helping all the sites above rank extremely well. And you will see nice 

movement also in the customer Website URL. If for any reason a client stops paying you can always 

log into these google accounts above and change these URL’s to a new client etc. If they are in the 

same niche etc. Even if they are not, their website will benefit from this linking structure above.  

 

Part 4.  

Adding Google Map URL’s PDF URL’s to Google Sheets and Google Slides for even more powerful 

tiered links from Google Properties back to your GMB and Google Maps created. This is an extremely 

powerful strategy, but I will not go into it very much here, why? I hear you ask? Because we are ½ 

way adding this strategy to GMB Dominator Right Now, so by running a standard GMB Dominator 

Run, this new powerful strategy will be done for you 100% automatically  ) 

If you’d like to do this by hand, this is the method.  

Put all your PDF links on Google Drive, Google Maps created.  

 

Google Sheets 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/ 

Put links to google maps and PDF in the above.  

Google Slides 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/ 

Insert PDF on drive to a slide. 

Insert Google Spreadsheet created above into slide.  

Then Insert PDF into a slide.  

Make all above shareable to Public. Ping these URL or send GSA links to them for indexing and more 

linking.  

 

https://www.fiverr.com/search/gigs?query=gsa%20link&source=top-bar&search_in=everywhere&search-autocomplete-original-term=gsa%20link
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/
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Feel free to ask any questions in the forum  

http://www.PetesTrafficSuite.com  

 

GMB Dominator Membership includes: 

The GMB Dominator Software. 

Rank your GMB’s easily using our Automated Software, which  creates Unlimited Drive to and Drive 

From Maps to your GMB.  

Specialising in Ranking your GMB in the 3Pack in Surrounding Neighbourhoods, generating tons of 

extra 3 Pack listings = More business, more leads and more sales to your GMB.  

 

The GMB Embedinator Software.  

This new software uses the data entered into the GMB Dominator software above and embeds the 

Google Maps Created along with the PDF created in as many Google Sites as you like to help rank 

your GMB’s in the surrounding neighbourhoods easily. (Note you have to have run GMB Dominator 

first.) 

 

NOVP Discovery Tool. 

Is a unique online web based Research tool we created that gives you all the data about Any GMB in  

Any Niche in Any Location around the world, enabling you to discover those that can be easily out 

ranked to get in the 3Pack.  

 

Plus this is the only tool online that discovers “UnClaimed GMB’s” in any niche/location around the 

world. Which is a source of new business in and of itself.  

 

GMB Activity Spy 

Allowing you to jump a niche and know you can rank in it before you even start.  

This is the only script on the planet that automatically searches for and discovers GMB’s that are 

posting content to their GMB. The idea being, if you are trying to get into a 3Pack in a certain 

Niche/Location if you find that at least one of them in this niche/location is NOT posting Content 

regularly, then this gives you are great opportunity to jump into that slot with typical optimisation 

and posting, and if you need additional links to gain that position, obviously you can use the 2 

softwares above to achieve this easily.  

 

 

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
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GMB Gold Detector Software 

The Only Software on the planet that discovers contact email addresses for either UnClaimed GMB’s 

or Paid GMB Ads.  

Not only does it discover these contact emails for you, it then Emails these prospects for you 100% 

automatically.  

This new software Generates an Unlimited amount of new leads and business for you.  

 

Members Only Forum.  

Where you get access to behind the scenes content, advice, hanging out with other GMB Pro’s.  

Our Forum boasts over 10K SEO members.  

Click on the Join Now before the price goes up.  

 

Note: If your membership has expired for any reason, contact Support to get your Re-join Link.  

https://petestrafficsuite.com/showthread.php?6366-GMB-Dominator-Software-Beta-Is-Live-Now
http://www.support.hangoutmillionaire.com/

